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on the job, blanket-stakin- g every-
thing in sight without regard to
placer Taws or anything else. We
bucked that claim grabbing game at
Nome; guess we will take a whirl at
this." -

'tNever saw a rush in my life
where, after the first 30 days, there
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Miss Elizabeth Boyle, school teach-
er, en route to her school at Kodiac,
Alaska, after spending her vacation
in the States. She says that she
found the ignorance of Alaska in the
States remarkable. People asked her
if there were any white children to
teach in Alaska, and when she told
them that there are five teachers in
the school at Kodiac and all the pupils
white they were amazed. Kodiac is
,one of the smaller Alaskan lown9.

weren't Just as many coming out as
there were going in. ,',

"I'll 'tell you how it is. Booze haB
a lot to do with these rushes. There
are some of these fellows who, while
drunk in Seattle, kept seeing a sort
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fluence they gathered together a little
pack and started. When they sober-
ed up aboard ship they found them-
selves without money and only
enough provisions in their pack to
last on the trail in. Then the first
discouraging story turned them back.

"That coal baron from Tennessee
who came up on the steamer with us
staked two or three of those fellows
to the price of an outfit and wouldn't

I even give them his name. Felt sorry
for them, he said. I seen one of em
blowing his in over the bar at the
Mint last night."

So the tender feet and the cold
feet "sourdoughs" are getting ready
to go back to the states. Some of
them are busy earning the fare now.

Half an hour after he found that
this was not the Eldorado where gold
nuggets can be picked up on the
ground the barber-stamped- er had
found a vacancy in a local shop and
gone to work. The assistant head
waiter from the Hofbrau in Seattle is
waiting table at Slater's, so is the
gentleman of color who came up in
the steerage. A boiler worker found
a job in a sheet iron establishment.

Cordova views this rush with
apathy. "There's nothing to the
rush" say the Cordovans, and then
add paradoxically, "and if there is the
Guggenheims or some other big in-

terest will get it."
I am going to look into this atti-

tude toward the big companies here,
for I am told that this section has
suffered greatly as a result of the
fight between the Guggenheims and
the government over the coal and
forests.

A stroll this morning through this
town from which it is proposed

a government railroad into the
Yukon would give Americans, who
have an idea that Alaska is an ice-
berg, a severe jolt The temperature
is 76 and the sun is shining through
the slowly drifting clouds. The town
is surrounded "by forest-cover-

mountains on three sides, and the
land-lock- harbor looks "very much
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